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Introduction :
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Thy right is to work only, but never to its fruits of action
be thy motive, nor let thy attachment be to inaction.
[Chapter 2 – Verse 47]

1) 3 types of Karmas – Thought, word, deed. 

Karma means Action or Results of Action also.

2) Jiva identifies with Body / Mind / Intellect, has sense of Kartrutva and Bhoktrutva, does all actions.

3) Result of Action :

a) Sanchita Karma :

• Collection of Results of past actions from past countless Births.

b) Prarabdha Karma :

• Out of Sanchita, the fruits of action that have matured and started yielding results in present birth. 

• Heat & Cold, pleasure + pain, honour and dishonour experiences.

c) Agami Karma :

• Future fruits of actions from actions performed in present embodiment.

• What happens one realises his true self as pure Awareness principle?

• When person realises his self, Sanchita and Agami Karma Phalas are Burnt by Jnanam (File closed).

• Punyam (good Results) + Papam (Bad Results) written off.

• Prarabdam Bogena Nasyati – Prarabdam ends only after experiencing them.
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Vivekchoodamani :

Accumulated actions performed before the dawn of Knowledge (because of which this body has come about) conjured
up, do not get destroyed by the Self-Knowledge without yielding their fruits...just like an arrow shot at an object.
[Verse 452]

Thinking it to be a tiger if an arrow is shot at an object, it does not then stop because it turns out to be a cow. It still
pierces it with full force. [Verse 453]

• Arrow shot at an object travels even if object turns to be a cow instead of tiger.

• Papa – sinful actions.

• Punya – Meritorious actions.

• Jnani unaffected because of his crystal clear perception of the unreality of the illusory world.

• Remains detached, called Jivan Mukta, liberated while living.

‘I do nothing at all’, thus would the harmonised knower of
Truth think – seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, eating,
going, sleeping, breathing…. [Chapter 5 – Verse 8]

Speaking, letting go, seizing, opening and closing the eyes –
convinced that the senses move among the sense objects.
[Chapter 5 – Verse 9]

Gita :
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Agami : (Tattwa Bodha)

• Jeevan muktas meritorious agami karma (punya) accrues to those who have loved and served him. And his 
negative agami karma (Papa) accrue to those who have disrespected him.

Mundak Upanishad :

• Knots are identification with the not self (Body / Mind / Intellect) which ties the self to not self by all doubts.

• Jivan mukta remains a non-doer and non-enjoyer of all his actions and their results.

• He does not live in the world. World lives in him.

• He is the eternal existence, unattached conciousness and immaculate bliss.

Vivekchoodamani :

When he is seen both in the higher and the lower, the knots of his heart becomes united; all doubts are dispelled; and all 
his Karma is consumed. [II – II – 8]

One who has steady wisdom, who experiences endless Bliss, who has forgotten the phenomenal world, that person is 
considered a jivan-mukta, one-liberated-while-living. [Verse 429]
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Prarabdha is very powerful indeed for the realised person and becomes nought only through the exhaustion of its fruits; 
while the sancita and agami karmas are dissolved in the fire of perfect Knowledge. But none of these three affect them 
who have realized Brahman and always live established in It. They are truly the Transcendental Brahman. [Verse 454]

Example : Fixed Deposit 

Sanchita Prarabda Agami

- Total deposit of 10 years - Maturing this year - New deposits added this 
years earnings.

• Where are fruits stored?

Causal body.

• Example :

Vasanas like onion smell in Hand / flowers fragrance in hand.

• Karta, Bokta Jiva alone has Punya Papam.

• Drop the results of Karma by understanding Gunateeta Purusha.
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4)

Types of Karmas

(1)

Nitya

- Bath
- Sandhya

Vandanam.

(2)

Naimitta karma

- Things 
required for 
life.

- Go to work
- Shivaratri

Puja.

(3)

Kamya Sakama

- For pleasure
- Tv / Movie

(4)

Nisheda

- Not to be 
done.

- Papam.

(5)

Nishkama

- Panchamaha
yagya. 

- Purification 
of mind.

- Pitru, Buta, 
Deva.

(6)

Prayaschitta

- Correct 
mistakes.
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5) Who suffers?

• Ahankara, the ego, suffers.

Ajnani Jnani

- Considers ego as self
- Imagines he himself is suffering.
- Ahamkara is :

I am Body / Mind/ Pranas / 
Memory…

- Leads to notion of Kartrutvam & 
Boktrutvam.

- Ahankara, source of all misery.

- Differentiates ego from self.
- Aware self is satchit Ananda.
- Does not consider self is suffering.
- Inner equipment has Ahankara not 

the self. 
- Ahamkara is baditam, falsified.

• Example :

Snake with pangs removed = Falsified Ahankara.

• Jnanis deeds are spontaneously dharmic. All his actions are for Lokasangraha.

• Lion not shot – Deer shot.

• Vyashti Karma + Samashti Karma give Drishta Phalam.

• Attitude determines.

• Drishta.
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6) References :

All actions are performed, in all cases, merely by the qualities
in nature (gunas). He, whose mind is deluded by egoism,
thinks ‘I am the doer’. [Chapter 3 – Verse 27]

Better is one’s own duty, though devoid of merit, than the
duty of another well discharged. Better is death in one’s own
duty; the duty of another is fraught with fear (is productive of
positive danger). [Chapter 3 – Verse 35]

Mentally renouncing all actions and fully self-controlled, the
embodied one rests happily in the city of nine gates, neither
acting nor causing others (body and senses) to act. [Chapter 5
– Verse 13]

Neither agency nor actions does the Lord create for the world,
nor union with the fruits of actions. But it is nature that acts.
[Chapter 5 – Verse 14]

An eternal portion of Myself, having become a living soul in
the world of life, abiding in prakrti, draws (to itself) the (five)
senses, with mind as the sixth. [Chapter 15 – Verse 7]


